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Barcelona 26/05/2015

After four years of not exhibiting at Ste. Marie, and following the persistent great work of the organizers, 

we have nally changed our minds and decided to return to the Show as exhibitors.  We will, however, be 

loyal to the reason we left Ste. Marie, so we won't exhibit in the same way as we did in the past, for the 

simple reason that we have not the energy and time to do it! ;-)

AAt same time, our new spot will be very special. Please take a look before you go, and you will see, on the 

attached map, our new spot and the word "new" describes precisely what it is, because we are talking 

about a new location created to promote the "Piscine" area. I believe that, with time, it will be a great 

addition to the regular display areas. The organizers wants to promote the "Piscine" area, I like it and I like 

the organizers, so why shouldn't I try again in this new spot but with much less stress than in the spaces 

where I displayed in the past?

JustJust the minerals on a table with daylight, no sophisticated show cases, no sophisticated lights, just 

minerals as they are and my employee Jordi Deusedes and my brother Francesc there, helping people in 

the best way they can. Of course the minerals on show will have, as usual, very high quality. The Stoppani 

collection, a wonderful suite of new giant crystals of Pyromorphite coated with sky blue Plumbogummite 

from China, a lot of classics, our regular surprises…

SSo, the differences will only be the kind of display and the fact that I will be not in my booth until Friday 

afternoon, because before then I will invest all my time hunting for opportunities. Before Friday afternoon 

Jordi Deusedes and Francesc Fabre will attend you wonderfully, and from Friday afternoon until Sunday I 

will be also be there in person.

It is well known that Ste. Marie is a different Show, so we will act differently too! ;-)

See you there or at FMF!Gold - Zapata claims, Venezuela             3 x 1.9  cm

Azurite - Chessy, France   Main crystal: 1.8 x 1.4 cm 


